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Product Features

Outer Layer
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SKU: C21.FB329

The latest in PPE and workwear, our Class 2 FR 
& Arc hi vis coveralls provide unrivalled levels 
of flexibility and protection, whilst delivering 
all the features for maximum accessibility             
whilst working.

The two tone Hi-Vis and navy feature-rich 
design includes large side pockets and   
openings, rear pockets, stand up collar, pam 
loops on chest, and covered chest pockets.

FR & Arc Class 2 Hi-Vis Boiler Suit

Chevron 
Technology

Multi Pocket Popper Cuff 
Secure

Flexi-Gusset 
Ankle Cuffs

Double Breast 
Pockets & PAM Loops
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Feature Details

Fabric Specifications & Standards
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Outer Layer
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SKU: C21.FB329

Chevron Technology
Our chevron technology uses 
smart diagonal reflective tape 

to wrap around the body 
and arms to provide a higher 
level of style and safety for            

the wearer.

Fabric:  2 Layers - 245 gm2 : 54% Protex, 44% Cotton, 2% Negastat

Flame Spread

EN ISO 14116

Anti-staticElectric Arc

IEC 61482-1-2-2007 EN 1149

Flame resistant

EN ISO 11612

High visibility

EN ISO 20471

Multi Pocket
Pockets are a vital feature 
on the outer layers of FR & 

Arc flash workwear and PPE, 
and our coveralls and boiler 

suits provide multiple pockets 
that are easy to find, access,        

and close.

Full-Gusset Ankle Cuffs
Our flexi-gusset ankle cuffs are 
designed to maximise mobility 
and consistently increase the 

range of leg motion available to 
the wearer whilst working.

Double Breast Pockets
& PAM Loops

The double breast pocket 
ensures there is always room 

for your work items to be 
stored and accessed, and the 

PAM radio loop provides a 
handy way to hang your radio 

or gas detectors.

Popper Cuff Secure
We have provided popper cuffs 

on our garments to provide 
maximum levels of adjustability 
for added safety, and additional 
access to watches and other 

wearable technology.


